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5-14.11

In games involving the electronic-media timeout format,
when a foul (personal or technical) is committed that causes
the ball to become dead at the specified time mark on the
game clock for electronic-media timeouts, that electronicmedia timeout shall be taken and then the free throw(s)
shall be administered after the timeout.
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10-14.1 Penalty a

When the other foul is a personal foul that requires free
throws or a technical foul, those free throws will be
attempted prior to the free throws for the unsportsmanlike
disqualifying foul.
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14 A.R. 36. While A1 is dribbling the ball in her backcourt, A2 and B2, who are

located near the free throw line in Team A’s frontcourt, foul each other
and the official stops play for the fouls. The fouls committed by A1 A2 and
B1 B2 are:
(1) Personal fouls; or (2) Technical fouls
RULING: In (1), A1 A2 and B1 B2 have committed a double foul. Play will
resume at the point of interruption with a throw-in to Team A at the outof-bounds spot nearest to where the ball was located when the official
stopped play for the fouls. The shot clock shall not be reset.
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A.R. 330. Team A is awarded a throw-in with 25 seconds remaining in the
fourth period and five seconds on the shot clock. A1’s successful try for
goal occurs near the expiration of the shot clock. The officials cannot hear
the shot-clock horn over the crowd. Following a timeout, the officials
decide that they will use the monitor to determine whether or not the try
by A1 was released prior to the shot-clock horn.
RULING: When there is a question of whether or not the try was released
in time, the review falls into the category of a correctable error for
“erroneously counting or cancelling a score”. In such cases, the official
has until the second live ball to recognize and correct the error. Points
scored, time consumed and additional activity that may occur before the
recognition of the error shall not be nullified.
When there is a question of whether the try was released in time, and
the try was successful, the officials have until the ball next becomes live
to recognize the potential mistake and signal to the scorer that an instant
replay review is required. When the try is unsuccessful, a review is not
permissible.
(Rule 11-2.1.b.4)

